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                                     Dear brothers assembled in Colombo,
                         for you, for your heart, from Spain, receive my brotherly 

greeting in the beginning of your Asian Assembly of the Fraternity Iesus Caritas, 
putting in over brother the look of Jesus, adored, contemplated, served in the 
humble ones. Jesus, Truth and Life, builder of the truth in our life, as human 
bean, as priest, as Christian man.
                                            I only know Emmanuel, Arthur Charles, Philip,  
Joseph and Edo between you. They invited me in Paris to your assembly, but in 
these days I’m in Burkina Faso –I go tonight- for the follop-up of our project 
there, -date concreted one year before-, and to meet me at the same time with  
de Burkina’s fraternity. In can not be in two places… sorry… I need a twin…For 
the present I have as twin my shade…  Next assembly, I want to be with you, 
if it’s a God will. 
                                           A continental Assembly is a special and the only 
occasion for to share the life of fraternities in some countries: to put on the table 
the heart, to take the pulse, to penetrate in the love of God, in the love of Jesus 
for the poorest, as brother Charles going down below, to the more left: to be 
Church with who they do not have site in the big temples,  or they do not paint 
anything between the powerful ones, as Mary, the mother of all.
                                           A special greeting to the brothers in minority in his  
country, in little fraternities, in Churches chased, as humble serves far from the 
spectaculars devices…
                                           Thank you for to be there, thank your for to be  
brothers, thank you for to made a Church as Jesus dreamed, the Kingdom, from 
Nazareth, living the Gospel in your concreted realities.
                                            Also greeting of the international team: Jean  
François, Félix, Mark, Mauricio and Emmanuel, present in the assembly,  our 
dear brother. 
                                            Sorry for my poor English… I prefer the language of  
the hugs and the silences, of the heart and the smiles. In Burkina Faso I will  
pray for you; also pray you for us. Thank you!
                                            Brother Charles bless you and your work.
                                            With my friendship and a big hug ( the latin people 
we are all day distributing embraces ),

                                                                Aurelio SANZ BAEZA

Perín, Cartagena, Murcia, Spain, 6 January 2013 
–Christ, the Truth looked for the Wise and live between us- 


